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ABSTRACT

A rigid container for holding a cleaning liquid including a removable holder for suspending articles to be cleaned in the liquid and an electromagnetic device secured to said container for oscillating the container and liquid therein at sonic frequencies when energized for rapidly cleaning the aforesaid articles.

3 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
ELECTRIC SONIC DEVICE FOR CLEANING SMALL ARTICLES

This invention relates in general to a cleaning device for retaining liquid including electric means associated with said device for oscillating the liquid at sonic frequencies for cleaning articles submerged therein.

Prior devices for cleaning contact lenses, dentures, and other small articles, include a simple container for holding chemical liquids having cleaning power without agitation and supersonic devices in which the cleaning elements are submerged in a liquid oscillated at supersonic frequencies. The chemical means of cleaning is time consuming and often ineffective, and in some cases has an undesirable etching effect on certain materials. The use of supersonic devices are effective, but limited in use because of their relative complication and high cost.

The present invention overcomes the above objections and disadvantages by the provision of a relatively low-cost dependable device having a rigid container for liquid cleaning solutions, such as water containing one of the well-known detergents, and simple electric motivation for producing sonic oscillation in the cleaning liquid.

A principal object of the invention is the provision of a rigid container for retaining a cleaning solution with a holding means removably positioned in said container for submerging the article in the liquid including a simple electromagnetic means secured to the container for oscillating the container and the cleaning solution at sonic frequencies when energized by connection to an ordinary AC electric outlet receptacle.

Another object of the invention is the provision of a rigid container including a cleaning solution therein adapted and constructed to be oscillated at sonic frequencies by electromagnetic means and supported by a plurality of resilient legs for preventing transmission of oscillation into the surface supporting the device.

Another object of the invention is the provision of a rigid container for holding a removable foraminated contact lens holder submerged in the cleaning liquid in said container including an electromagnetic means for oscillating the container and the liquid therein at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies of an electromagnetic means when the latter is energized by 115-volt AC electric power.

These and other objects and advantages in one embodiment of the invention are described and shown in the following specification and drawing, in which:

FIG. 1 is a right-hand perspective view of the cleaning device in reduced scale;

FIG. 2 is an enlarged top plan view of the device shown in FIG. 1 with portions thereof broken away;

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional side view taken through section line 3–3 of FIG. 1 with a portion thereof broken away;

FIG. 4 is a left-hand perspective view of a holder for a pair of contact lenses shown with one lens removed therefrom.

Referring to FIGS. 1, 2, and 3, a rectangular liquid container 1, for retaining a cleaning liquid, includes an integral housing 2 for an electromagnetic solenoid assembly 3 having a movable core 3a terminating at its outer end in a relatively high mass weight 4 retained in a predetermined outward idle position by a spring 5. The fixed core 3b is spaced a predetermined distance from the inner end of core 3a and the cores are prevented from mutual contact by spring 5. The solenoid assembly 3 is secured to the base of the housing 2 by screw means 6–6. The two terminals of the solenoid coil are connected to a two-conductor power cord 7 with a suitable grommet and strain clip and terminating at opposite ends thereof in a conventional receptacle plug 8, shown in FIG. 1.

The liquid container 1 includes a cover 9 secured along one edge thereof to the container 1 by a hinge 10 which may be of plastic material or any one of many suitable types. The housing 2 has a cover 11 which may be permanently secured on the housing by a suitable adhesive.

It is to be noted that the container 1 and housing 2 and covers 9 and 11 may be economically made from die-cast metal or molded plastic material.
will oscillate said stationary core and transmit waves in said container and said liquid to clean articles submerged therein when said coil is connected to said source of electric energy, said solenoid being so positioned that the work in the holder is subjected to liquid oscillations at an oblique angle.

2. The construction recited in claim 1 in which said holder is substantially rectangular and is molded from plastic material for loosely retaining a pair of contact lenses in substantially spaced coplanar relation, said holder having said parallel outer edges for manual insertion in oblique vertical position in opposite corners of said cavity for submerging said lenses in said liquid for cleaning when said coil is connected to and energized by said source of energy.

3. The construction recited in claim 1 including at least three elastomer legs secured in coplanar relation to the bottom of said container for supporting same on a surface, each of said legs having a narrow waist section whereby the transmission of oscillation of said container is not substantially restricted when said device is operated.

* * * *